When working on a large software system, a programmer typically spends an inordinate amount of time sifting through thousands of artifacts to find just the subset of information needed to complete an assigned task. All too often, before completing the task the programmer must switch to working on a different task. These task switches waste time as the programmer must repeatedly find and identify the information relevant to the task-at-hand. In this paper, we present a mechanism that captures, models, and persists the elements and relations relevant to a task. We show how our task context model reduces information overload and focuses a programmer's work by filtering and ranking the information presented by the development environment. A task context is created by monitoring a programmer's activity and extracting the structural relationships of program artifacts. Operations on task contexts integrate with development environment features, such as structure display, search, and change management. We have validated our approach with a longitudinal field study of Mylar, our implementation of task context for the Eclipse development environment. We report a statistically significant improvement in the productivity of 16 industry programmers who voluntarily used Mylar for their daily work.
INTRODUCTION
Modularity enables programmers to develop and evolve complex software systems. Modularity in programming languages, for instance, enables separate compilation [1] , making it tractable to modify and test a small part of a system. Design modularity enables parallel development, making it tractable to develop large systems in less time [21] . Development environments use modularity to present views of a system in support of a programmer's tasks, such as bug fixes and feature additions. For example, a common way to access Java 1 code in the Eclipse 2 Integrated Development Environment (IDE) is through a view of the containment hierarchy called the Package Explorer, which shows the modular structure of projects, packages, files, and classes. Eclipse also presents search results in terms of the system's hierarchical structure. Current development environments, including Eclipse, appear to encode two assumptions: a programmer will often be able to find a desired piece of the system by traversing the modular structure, and modifications will often fit within the modular structure so that once the point of interest is identified it will be relatively easy to perform the desired modification.
We have observed two problems with these assumptions. First, many modifications to a system are not limited to one module. For example, we found that over 90% of the changes committed to the Eclipse and Mozilla 3 source repositories over a period of one year involved changes to more than one file [20] . We then selected 20 changes from Eclipse and found that 25% of these transactions involved significantly non-local changes. Second, even when the actual changes related to a modification are within some form of module, say one Java package, a programmer often needs to know how this module works within the system, requiring them to access many other modules and understand their interconnections [24] . The result is that a programmer must spend an inordinate amount of time navigating around the modularity-based views in an IDE to access the information needed to complete a particular task.
If a programmer worked on only one task at a time, the mismatch between the organization of information in the IDE and the programmer's needs might just be annoying. In practice, programmers often work on multiple tasks during a typical work day [9] . A programmer is constantly looking for the information needed to work on a particular task, setting up their workspace, and all too often before completing the task must perform similar steps for another task, only to again redo the same work when returning to the first task. This constant need to re-create the context of the task reduces the programmer's productivity.
We have been investigating how an explicit representation of the information related to a task can alleviate this mismatch and can help improve a programmer's productivity. In an initial exploration, we demonstrated how we can transform data about how a programmer interacts with system artifacts into a degree-of-interest (DOI) weighting for each program element [17] . We showed how to use this weighting to complement the way modern IDEs display modular structure by focusing views and editors on only the relevant modularity instead of displaying the modularity of the system as a whole. In a preliminary study we performed of this approach on six industry programmers, we found that despite promising results the approach had critical shortcomings:
• The model needed to incorporate tasks explicitly because a programmer often works on, and switches between, multiple tasks.
• The model needed to include related artifacts that were not directly accessed by the programmer but that could also be of interest for the task-at-hand.
In this paper, we report on how we overcame these shortcomings by expanding and refining the concept of a DOI function based on programmer interaction, and by creating and validating a new model that includes an explicit representation of task and contexts. A task context represents the program elements and relationships relevant to completing a particular task. We have progressed from the simple weighting model used in our earlier approach and in other tools (Section 7) to a more sophisticated weighting based on both direct and indirect interactions that occur with program elements, relations between elements, and the programming tasks themselves. Previous work, including our own, considered only elements and direct interactions (see Section 7) .
In this paper we present a generic description of our task context model (Section 2) and describe operations that can be performed on the model to focus programming tools (Section 3). Our Mylar tool 4 (v0.3 to the current v0.6) implements our approach by extending the Eclipse IDE to make task context a first-class abstraction (Section 4). We validated our new model through a field study in which 16 industry Java programmers used Mylar for multiple weeks of their daily work (Section 5). We describe how the use of Mylar results in a statistically significant increase in a programmer's edit ratio: a measure of the amount of editing versus the number of selections performed by the programmer. We conclude the paper by discussing the benefits and limitations of our task context model (Section 6) and comparing our model to earlier efforts (Section 7).
Example
To give a flavor for our approach, we provide an overview of what it is like to use our Mylar tool. The scenario involves a Java programmer using Mylar on a code base with over one thousand classes. One task on which the programmer is working is an improvement to the code base of the system.
Task-1: Refactor ResourceStructureBridge
This task involves identifying, inspecting and changing all of the clients of ResourceStructureBridge. In a Mylar-specific view, the programmer has named this task and selected it to indicate that it is the active task (i.e., in the Task List view the task has a solid dot next to it, Figure 1-1) . Activating the task causes Mylar to track the parts of the system artifacts⎯the program elements and relationships⎯that the programmer accesses while working on this task. From this interaction, Mylar builds a model of the task context. Mylar uses the explicitly modeled task context as a parameter to a filtering operation that shows the programmer only the information needed to complete the task. For example, even though the code base contains over 1000 classes and numerous other kinds of artifacts, only the artifacts relevant to the current task context are visible in a hierarchical modularity-based view of the system structure (the Package Explorer, Figure 1-3) ; all other elements are elided from the view. This view also indicates the relevance of elements to the task context by making the most relevant bold. As an example of another operation on a task context, Mylar expands the task context to include structurally related elements of potential interest (the Active Search view, Figure 1 
-4).
As the programmer is working on Task-1 a new high priority bug is assigned to him that must be attended to immediately. Task-2: Fix NPE in SynchronizeReportsAction.
Using Mylar's Task List view, the programmer activates the second task (view Figure 1-5) , causing the context of the first to be stored and all files in the context to be closed. As the programmer starts working, a context starts building up for the second task. The IDE views are now filtered according to the second task context, although the underlying system information has not changed. To return to the first task, the programmer simply needs to reactivate it, causing the views and editors to return to the state visible on the left of Figure 1. 
TASK CONTEXT MODEL
We define a task as "a usually assigned piece of work often to be finished within a certain time" [18] . For a programmer, tasks include bug fixes, feature additions, and code base explorations. Some of these tasks are short-lived, requiring only a few minutes to complete; others are longer-lived, sometimes being worked on each day over the course of weeks or months. We focus on this atomic unit of a task. Higher-level abstractions and organization of tasks, such as hierarchies and sequences of task [2] , can be layered on top.
In our approach, a task context is the information⎯a graph of elements and relationships of program artifacts⎯that a programmer needs to know to complete that task. Each element and relationship in the model corresponds to a weighting of its relevance to that task. For example, Task-2 includes the Java class of interest, all methods that refer to the class, any tests of the class and the XML elements that refer to it. The elements with highest relevance will be those that the programmer edited and selected most. We form a task context from the interactions that a programmer has with system artifacts and from the structure of those artifacts. In this section, we describe the interaction stream and algorithm that we apply to the stream to create a task context. In Section 3 we sketch operations on and with task contexts that can be used to facilitate a programmer's interaction with system artifacts. After presenting the model and operations, we then describe how we have realized this model in the Eclipse IDE (Section 4).
Encoding Interaction
We derive a task context from an interaction history, which is a sequence of interaction events that describe accesses of and operations performed on a software program's artifacts. Each event captures six pieces of information (Table 1) .
Table 1: Interaction event data

Time
The time of the event occurrence Kind Classification of event (Table 2) Origin Identifier describing the UI affordance or tool that caused the creation of the event
Content Type
Identifier describing the kind of element operated upon.
Handle
Identifier for the target element Delta State change that occurred with the event Some interaction events are the result of the programmer's direct interactions with program elements. For instance, a programmer may select a particular Java method to view its source, edit it, and then save the file containing it. Each of these actions corresponds to an event of a different kind being appended to the interaction history (Table 2) .
Other interaction events are indirect, where program elements and relationship are affected without being directly selected or edited by the programmer. For example, when working on Task-1, the programmer refactors the name of the ResourceStructureBridge class, causing all of the elements referring to that class to be updated. Each referring element updated through the refactoring results in an indirect propagation of the edit being appended to the interaction history. When the programmer directly selects the getContentType method (Figure 1-2) , each containing parent of that method (its class, source file, package, source folder, and containing project) becomes relevant to the context and a propagation of the selection is appended for each parent. The model also support prediction events, which describe possible future interactions that a tool anticipates the programmer might perform. An example of prediction is an event describing that a test may be of interest to the current task because it references a class in the task context. Table 3 sketches the sequence of interaction events that result from the programmer's initial work on Task-1. For simplicity, we use an event number to stand in for the time field of an interaction event. 
Constructing a Task Context
We derive a task's context by processing an interaction history that describes the activity performed for a task. Each event from the corresponding portion of the interaction history contributes to a graph that represents the task context. If the handle of an event being processed refers to an element not yet represented in the graph, a node for the element is added to the graph. A selection event from the interaction history contributes an edge to the graph when the target element of the current selection event is structurally related to the target element of the last selection event processed. For example, if a programmer navigates from a method call to its declaration, the interaction history will contain the selection of the caller followed later by a selection of the callee. This results in an edge representing the Java reference relation between the two corresponding element nodes. The graph of task context can contain cycles (e.g., as a result of navigating recursive method calls) and can have multiple edges between nodes (e.g., both reference and inheritance).
We use a task's interaction history to compute a weighting for each element in the task context. The weighting is a real number value representing the element's degree-of-interest (DOI) for the task. This DOI value is based on the frequency of interactions with the element and a measure of the interactions' recency. 
Algorithm 1: DOI for Task Context
The SCALING function returns the constant associated with each event kind and with KIND-DECAY. The DECAY function computes the decay to be proportional to the size of the SUBSEQ subsequence from decayStart to the most recent event, and includes events not in elementEvents. As an example, consider how the interaction history from Table 3 contributes to the weighting of the ResourceStructureBridge element, most recently edited at event 7. Assuming SCALING returns 1 for selections, 0 for commands, 2 for edits, and 0.1 for KIND-DECAY, and noting that there were no propagated events with that element, the three iterations through the loop will result in 1+0+2 = 3 for interest, and (16-1)(0.1) for totalDecay, resulting in a DOI of 1.5. If 30 more interactions happened with another element the DOI value would become -1.5. A subsequent selection would cause the DOI to be reset to 1 -0.1 = 0.9.
A relation in the graph is composed of source and a target element. The DOI of a relation is computed using the same DOI algorithm, by means of the relation's target element:
DOI-R(relation, events) = DOI(TARGET(relation), events)
For example, if a programmer navigates repeatedly between a method call and its declaration, the DOI of that relation will increase from repeated selections of the declaration. If the programmer navigates 'back' and 'forward' between the two several times, the two resulting directed edges with both have the same DOI.
Our construction algorithm for task context takes as input any sequential stream of interaction events whether it is being gathered on-line or was stored off-line and reloaded. At any point in the construction process, each node and edge in the task context's graph can be queried for its DOI value; this value is computed from the interaction history associated with the task context available when the query is made. Task context can thus be built interactively as a programmer works, or recreated by parsing a previously stored interaction history.
Task Activity Context
To correlate each context to a particular task and to support multiple task contexts, a mechanism for associating interaction events with tasks is needed. We achieve this by capturing a separate stream of interaction events in which the target elements are tasks instead of system artifacts. We use the term task activity context to describe the programmer's interaction with tasks. A task activity context is a meta-context over task contexts.
We process the interaction history for the task activity context the same as we do a task context. Interaction events can be direct or indirect. For example, a programmer can indicate that work should be associated with a particular task by opening a bug report; this action causes a selection event on that task. Each task can have a reminder date; setting a new reminder causes an edit event on the task and can cause a future prediction event. The act of a programmer switching to another application window causes a command event that indicates work on a task has stopped. Since the model and algorithm for a task activity context is identical to that of task contexts, the operations discussed in the next section also apply at this meta-level.
TASK CONTEXT OPERATIONS
We can use the information in a task context as input to various operations that help focus the IDE's display of information and automate the retrieval of information specific to completing a programming task. These operations fall under two categories: those which operate on one or more contexts, and those which use a context to operate on the system's artifacts.
Operating on Task Contexts
Although a task context scopes the amount of information with which a developer works, it can still be too large or contain too many different kinds of elements and relations to assist with particular programming activities, such as unit testing. We use the term slicing to refer to an operation that produces a subset of a given task context. Sometimes the opposite is true and a single task context may not contain all of the relevant information needed for an activity, such as a code review. We use the term composition to refer to operations that produce a composite task context from individual task contexts. To enable a programmer to tailor a task context manually we also support manipulation operations.
Slicing
Task context slicing is an operation that takes as input a task context and outputs all elements and relations of the context that meet a particular constraint. A constraint can test the kinds of interactions associated with elements or relations in the context (e.g., include elements that were edited), DOI values (e.g., include elements and relations with a high DOI), or the underlying information (e.g. include elements that are Java methods). For example, a slice with the constraint to include all interesting files that have interaction events of the kind edit can determine which files to include in a source code commit.
Composition
Each interaction history corresponds to a single task. However, some programming activities can require displaying the context of several tasks simultaneously. For example, the programmer might want to create a composite context from Task-1 and Task-2 (Section 1.1) to perform a code review of programming activity. The composition operation takes as input one or more task contexts, and combines them to form a single composite context. The operation forms a union of all of the interaction events of both contexts, which produces a composite context where the DOI function includes interaction from each context in computing the value and inclusion of the elements and relation.
Manipulation
Our DOI function provides an approximation of interest, and can produce a value that fails to match the programmer's expectation either by being tuned incorrectly or by failing to monitor a relevant interaction (e.g., one performed outside of the Eclipse). We provide a mechanism for directly manipulating a task context by allowing the programmer to issue command events that result in predictable changes in the model. For example, if an element is interesting but should not be, a "Make Less Interesting" command can issue the interaction events to reduce the interest of that element.
Operating with Task Contexts
The creation of task contexts allows a programmer to build up an appropriate set of information needed to work on a task. We can use that task context to filter the amount of information presented to a programmer by projecting a context onto the system artifacts, and can also use it to predict information that may also be relevant to completing the task.
Projection
We can project a task context onto any data structure containing similarly structured elements and relations. A projection operation allows us to use the DOI values from the task context to create a weighted version of the target data structure. This is the operation with which we filter information not relevant to the task in the IDE's views. It can be combined with context slicing if the display mechanism is focused on displaying one kind of element or one kind of relation. For example, our Mylar tool projects a task context onto a hierarchical view of system structure (the Package Explorer, Figure  1 -3) to show only elements with a positive interest in the current task context, eliding all uninteresting elements. Similarly, a projection of a task context onto a table can be used to sort elements by interest.
Prediction
A significant fraction of the commands executed by programmers are commands to look for related elements to grow a task context [19] . We can use the information in a task context to predict what elements might be relevant to completing the task, but with which the programmer has not yet interacted directly. For example, if the programmer is working on a Java class, and that class is referred by an XML element, that XML element can get a predicted interest if a tool determines that it is likely to be part of the task context at a future time. These predictions come from running automatic searches on the programmer's behalf, and can use context slices as both input and scope for the searches. The output of the prediction operation is a set of interaction events, each of which corresponds to a search result (Section 4.2.1), and each is added to the interaction history as prediction. This approach ensures that results are ranked using the DOI function, with less frequent results decaying in interest while more recent and more frequent results yield a higher interest.
ADDING TASK CONTEXT TO THE IDE
To support investigations into the effect that an explicit task context has on programmer productivity, we needed a high-fidelity integration of task context with an IDE. Mylar (v0.3 and later) implements the task context model for the Eclipse IDE. 5 In this section, we describe relevant UI features of Eclipse that have been extended or altered with task contexts and present an overview of key decisions and implementation details in the implementation of the tool.
Integration
The Mylar IDE integration allows programmers to work with task context in almost every commonly used [19] part of the Eclipse IDE: it provides DOI-based element decoration in all structure views that display Java, XML, and files; DOI-based filtering in all applicable tree and list views (Package Explorer, Document Outline, Navigator, Search, Members and Types); DOI-based ranking of elements and relationships in tables views (Content Assist and Problems view); and DOI-based folding in the editor. In addition, Mylar adds facilities specific to task context, including an Active Search view that shows relations and elements of predicted interest, an Active Test Suite that creates and runs all unit tests in the task context, and an Active Hierarchy view that shows the inheritance context of the task.
Supporting Task Management
IDEs provide facilities for working with files and with the structure of those files. To integrate tasks and contexts with the way that programmers work in the IDE, we added similar facilities for working with tasks, including a view for managing tasks (Task List, Figure 1-1) , mechanisms for sharing and synchronizing tasks (Bugzilla 6 task/issue tracker integration) and mechanisms for working with a personalized view of shared tasks. The task management tool support also includes a radio-button style toggle that allows the programmer to easily indicate the task on which he is currently working, and browser style back/forward lists to facilitate multi-tasking. These facilities make it easy to work with tasks within Eclipse, where Mylar monitors activity (Figure 1-1) .
Focusing the IDE on Task Context
To focus the UI of the IDE on the elements relevant to completing the programming task, the task context can be projected onto any structure view or editor in the IDE. This process involves DOI-based filtering and ranking. The example in Section 1.1 describes filtering for views. For editors the filtering process is similar, but instead of elements being hidden they are folded to hide their contents and only elements in the task context are unfolded (Figure 1-2 ).
Ranking can be done for views that order elements, and involves sorting each element in the view on its DOI value. For example, Eclipse's content assist provides a ranking of suggested completions in the editor based on Java heuristics. Mylar projects DOI values onto that ranking, adds a separator, and puts the elements contained in the task context on top of the content assist list (Figure 1-2 Figure 1-3 and Figure 1-4) : very interesting elements called 'landmarks' that appear bold and black, directly interesting elements that appear black, indirectly interesting elements that appear gray and uninteresting elements that are filtered and that do not appear at all. We support this with two interest thresholds: one for landmark DOI values, and one for 'interesting' values. Threshold tuning is discussed in Section 6.2.1.
In addition to focusing the UI of the IDE, Mylar also uses task contexts to focus existing operations in the IDE. For example, it extends Eclipse's search mechanism to provide the option of including only the active task context in textual and other searches. Mylar also maintains a test suite that slices the active task context to include all subtypes of junit.framework.TestCase, enabling the programmer to run only the tests relevant to the task.
Predicting Interest and Active Search
The Active Search view surfaces the relations and predicted interest elements in the task context (Figure 1-4) . The input for Active Search is a slice of the active task context for elements with a DOI value over the landmark threshold. The scopes that Active Search uses are slices of the context model; in the UI we refer to the different kinds of scopes as degrees-of-separation. This term is indicative of the 'distance' from the highest interest elements, where distance is defined both by DOI level and by containment relations. For example, Active Search includes the following degrees-of-separation for defining search scopes: landmarks, interesting elements, interesting files, interesting project and dependencies of interesting projects.
As a context grows, lowering the degree of separation is akin to tightening the search scope to decrease the number of results. To focus results the Active Search view uses the same ranking and decoration mechanism as the other views.
Implementation Details
To test Mylar in an industry setting, the tool needed to scale up to handle large systems with many kinds of program artifacts. We achieved a suitable level of integration to support work on real programming tasks through an architecture that bridges to the standard Eclipse development tools. We achieved suitable performance through mechanisms for storing and collapsing interaction histories.
Bridge Architecture
While our task model is defined in terms of a generic set of interaction events, the actual events need to be issued by a mechanism that understands both domain structure (e.g., Java) and the UI of the tool for working with that structure (e.g., the Eclipse UI for Java development). We call this mechanism a bridge from the context model to the domain structure. Each bridge handles a single content type. We have created bridges for Java, two XML dialects (Ant and Eclipse plug-in descriptors), generic files, and tasks.
A structure bridge is responsible for mapping elements and relations in the task context to and from the domain structure of a particular content type. This involves mapping context elements to domain model elements and resolving relations between elements. Structure bridges must also update the identity of elements in the model if those elements move within the domain structure as a result of refactoring. For example, the Java structure bridge integrates with Eclipse's Java model (derived from a Java AST), and is able to map between the handle identifiers of Java elements in the task context and the objects corresponding to those elements in the IDE. It resolves the relations between Java elements including references, inheritance, and read/write access of fields. When elements are moved or refactored and their handle identifier changes, it notifies the context model so that the identity of those elements can be preserved and the previous interaction with that element maintained.
A UI bridge is responsible for monitoring interaction with the parts of the IDE that it understands, such as Eclipse's Java tools in the case of the Java UI bridge. It maps the programmer's interaction with the UI to the interaction history schema of selections, edits, and commands. These can include keystrokes in the Java editor, refactoring commands, and element selections. Each UI bridge also specifies which views and editors participate in the interest projection. Figure 2 shows the dependency structure of a bridge implemented as an Eclipse plug-in. The context plug-in provides the structure and UI bridge extension points that the java plug-in uses to map and display the concrete Java elements that the programmer is working on. Bridges for other languages may exist instead of alongside the bridges for Java. Bridges can also be composed. For example, the java structure bridge extends the resource structure bridge (not shown in Figure 2 ), which is responsible for understanding file and directory structure. 
Mapping to Interaction History
Bridges do not issue interaction events directly. For example, when a propagated event needs to be issued for the parent of a selected element, the bridge corresponding to the element is asked for the identifier of \the parent, and the interaction history facility issues the event. The same is true for predicted interest, where the relations may be all Java references to a particular method. In this case resolving the relation involves performing a Java search, returning the results, which are then appended to the interaction history by the interaction event facility.
To support voluntary use of the tool for daily work on real systems, we needed to ensure that the interaction event architecture scaled to large systems without excessive memory or performance overhead. Task context grows with the amount of interaction, not with the system size, ensuring scalability for large systems. Since the number of propagation events can vary with system size, the number of propagation steps is bounded by an exponential drop off that limits the number of events issued from each interaction. The search scopes used for prediction are proportional to the size of the context. .
Interaction History Storage
A storage mechanism is required to enable the recall of past contexts. Since the interaction history particular to each task encapsulates all of the information needed to derive the task context, the task context model is not persisted. Instead, when a task is re-activated, the corresponding interaction history stream, stored as an XML file, is reprocessed. We also store a single XML file of the same form for the task activity context. In memory we maintain the meta-context and a single composite context that allows any number of task contexts to be loaded concurrently. As the programmer works interaction events are appended to the corresponding XML file. If more than one context is active the events are distributed evenly among the files (Section 6.1.1). The approach of storing only the interaction insulates the storage mechanism from the implementation, algorithm, and processing method.
Early benchmarks indicated interaction history file sizes of 1-10MB for a full workday of interaction. However, given our field study data we estimated that programmers working full time generate roughly 1MB of interaction history information per month. The difference comes from the large redundancy in interaction histories, that results from repeated interaction with the same elements. To address this, Mylar's persistence support can collapse the interaction history for any context. Collapse can be lossless if it uses run-length encoding, or lossy if it produces aggregate events for all interactions of one kind with a single element. On average the latter reduces file sizes by 10x. Our remaining redundancy comes from storing interaction histories as XML text files, and text compression yields another 10x file size reduction. Since UI actions such as opening editors are the bottleneck on task activation, we only compress contexts when interaction histories are transferred over the network.
VALIDATION: FIELD STUDY
Previously, we reported on a preliminary user study we conducted in which six industry programmers used an earlier version of our tool. Mylar v0.1 used a primitive DOI weighting across all of a programmer's work [17] . We learned that programmers need separate contexts for the different tasks on which they work and that a simple weighting of the frequency of element selection is not sufficient. Although this earlier study suggested our basic approach had potential, we learned it was not ready for daily use in a production environment, and lacked specific evidence that it improved programmer productivity.
To answer the question of whether an explicit task context improves programmer productivity, we conducted a longitudinal field study. We chose a field study because the time-constrained tasks performed on medium-sized systems possible in a laboratory setting are not representative of the real long-term tasks performed on large systems in industry.
Participants
The target subjects for our study were industry Java programmers who used the Eclipse IDE. To solicit participation we presented a prototype of the Mylar tool at an industry conference (EclipseCon, March 2005) and advertised the study on a web page. Early access to Mylar was only possible by signing up for our study through a web form. 99 individuals signed up for the study over the 8 months between the announcement and the conclusion of the study. The majority of these individuals were industry programmers, about half of them worked in organizations with more than 50 people and most identified their industry sector as software manufacturing. A detailed breakdown of the demographics of the individuals is available in our report on how Java programmers use features of the Eclipse IDE [19] .
Method and Study Framework
We designed the field study to measure the effects of our tool withinsubjects. A participant joining our study was asked to install a subset of the tool, called the Mylar Monitor, whose role is to transparently capture and store a programmer's interaction history without adding anything to the Eclipse user interface. The monitor was extended with a module that would periodically prompt the participant to upload their interaction history as to a server at UBC, along with exception logs and feedback. To ensure anonymity each participant was assigned a unique identifier. To ensure privacy of the system information any part of the interaction history referring to the elements of what the participant worked on, such as Java type names, was obfuscated using a one-way hash function. We refer to this period of a participant's involvement in the study as their baseline period.
After the participant reached a certain threshold of interaction, which we chose to be 1000 edit events 7 and no less than two weeks of activity, the participant was prompted as to whether they wanted to install the Mylar task context and task focused UI features. Installing Mylar moved a participant into the treatment phase of the study. As before, the monitor periodically prompted the participant to upload their interaction history to a server at UBC. A participant was also notified when there were updates available for Mylar, including both feature additions and bug fixes. We ran the study for four months, July 6 th to October 28, 2005 using Mylar v0.3. The task context model, scaling factors, and UI thresholds were frozen for the duration of the study.
Subject Acceptance
To study whether and how Mylar affects programmer productivity, we needed to be able to compare activity during a participant's baseline period with their treatment period. For instance, if a participant was mostly coding during the baseline period and mostly testing during the treatment period, the two interaction histories would not be comparable. Since we were interested in comparing activity as a participant worked on multiple tasks, we also needed to ensure that both periods were long enough to encompass typical tasks.
Based on these goals, we defined criteria for a participant to be included in our analysis. The first was to ensure an appropriate amount of programming by setting the thresholds on edit events, as was done in determining when to move a participant from the baseline to the treatment period. The second was to ensure that the effects of learning to use Mylar did not overly bias the usage data. To meet these criteria, our threshold of acceptance of a participant for analysis was 3000 edit events, a tripling of the baseline to treatment threshold. We refer to a participant who was accepted for analysis as a subject. We standardized on the number of events rather than the time spent programming in order to account for variations in the rate at which different programmers work.
Of the 99 initial participants, 16 met the criteria to be considered subjects. This 1 in 6 ratio is indicative of the challenge we had in recruiting subjects: industry developers have little time to try out new tools unless they perceive an immediate and concrete benefit. The minimum 2 week delay in getting the Mylar UI was one contribution to the drop-off, as was the need to use Mylar continuously in daily work that resulted from the 3000 edit event acceptance criteria.
Feedback from the cross section of participants indicated that those who did not meet the criteria did not program as much during this period, did not use Bugzilla which is the only issue tracker Mylar 0.3 integrated with, or stopped using the tool after they encountered a bug or incompatibility with another Eclipse plug-in they were using.
Results
To analyze subjects' interaction histories we created a reporting framework that allowed us to 'play back' interaction to reproduce usage patterns and gather statistics. We used this framework to analyze the effect of Mylar on what programmers did and how they did it. The tuning of the scaling factors and thresholds for the study is discussed in Section 6.2.1.
Quantitative Analysis: Edit Ratio
Our focus for the study was to measure the effect of Mylar on programmer productivity. We approximate productivity by comparing the amount of code editing that programmers do with the amount of browsing, navigating, and searching. To capture this behavior, we define the edit ratio [17] , which is the relative amount of edit vs. selection events in any interaction history (i.e., edits/selections). Edit ratio treats interaction with any kind of artifacts consistently, whether the artifact type is source code, binary libraries, or other kinds of files. Table 4 shows the edit ratios for each of the subject's baseline and treatment periods and highlights percentage change in the ratio. To determine whether there was statistical significance in the changes of edit ratios we normalized the edit ratios across individuals by taking the log of each, and performed a paired t-test. The result is statistically significant with p = 0.003, indicating that the use of our Mylar tool improves edit ratio. Given that our choice of acceptance criteria for a participant to be considered a subject in the study was somewhat arbitrary, we also wanted to verify if there was stability in this result for different acceptance criteria. We thus analyzed the edit ratios of programmers with both lower and higher thresholds of baseline and treatment edit event cut-offs. Statistical significance of the t-test (p < 0.05) holds until we include numerous individuals whose usage data indicates that they did not use Mylar beyond an initial experimentation, and until the threshold is turned up to the point where only six subjects remain.
Qualitative Analysis
Our main hypothesis is that Mylar improves programmer productivity by modeling the appropriate information to complete a task. The edit ratio analysis provided in the previous section provides evidence that for at least one measure, Mylar improves programmer productivity. In this section, we further analyze the content of the task contexts created by the programmers to determine whether or not the contexts were capturing the appropriate information. We consider the following questions: How accurately did the model capture the context of programmers' tasks? Did the programmers create and use multiple tasks that they returned to? How much and in which views was filtering used?
Accuracy
Across the 16 subjects, we observed three notable trends in the selection of elements: 84.17% of the selections events were of elements in the model with a positive DOI (i.e., the elements were visible in a filtered view); 5.32% of the selections were of elements that had only a propagated or predicted interest (i.e., not previously selected or edited, but visible in either a filtered view, Active Search, or Active Hierarchy); and 2.06% of the selections were of elements with a negative DOI (i.e., the elements that decayed out of visibility in a filtered view).
The first observation is indicative of the trend that programmers work on only a subset of the system artifacts, and provides evidence to confirm that a task context does capture the majority of the elements often used when working on the task. The number of propagated and predicted element selections is slightly lower than expected, in part due to our decision to not allow subjects to install the Active Search view until they had used Mylar for half of the treatment period's threshold (1500 interaction events). We delayed the introduction of this view to avoid an overly steep initial learning curve. Once it was introduced, Active Search was used repeatedly by only five users. Qualitative feedback indicated several reasons for a lack of use including a confusing UI, performance bugs, lack of screen realestate, and the search reporting too many matches. Although the ability to automatically show related elements was promising, these problems need to be addressed before such a facility is integrated enough for daily use.
The number of selections of elements with a negative DOI indicates that the decay scaling factor may have been tuned too high. In contrast, data about the use of the "Make Less Interesting" action indicates that at other times too many elements were being shown, since two subjects frequently used this action (225 times for user 3, 210 for user 7, none for all others). This tension between data indicating that in some cases too much was shown, while in other cases too little was shown, highlights the difficulty of providing a fixed set of scaling factors for all tasks and all users (Section 6.2.1).
Task Activity
We designed our study around measuring the effects of task contexts, and unfortunately did not include sufficiently rich monitoring of the task activity meta-context to determine when the subjects recalled a specific previously worked-on task. However, we do know how often subjects switched tasks (Table 4) . Although Mylar is designed around facilitating work with multiple tasks, it can be used with one active, often long-running task (i.e., subject 4, whose usage data indicates he or she worked on with the same task active across eight Eclipse sessions). We are encouraged by the fact that most subjects switched tasks multiple times during a work day (on average 2.3 tasks switches per active hour). Those with the largest improvement in edit ratio used tasks most heavily. Time active is an indication of how long the subject worked with a task active, approximated by issuing a time out event when no interaction events had been observed for 3 minutes.
View Filtering Usage
Whenever a task was active in the treatment period, a task context was being formed and the UI of the IDE would show which elements were interesting through decoration (Section 4.1.2). To inform and guide the effectiveness of UI mechanisms by which we project the interest model onto the IDE, we also analyzed usage trends related to the view filtering and predicted interest facilities. The percentages of selections made with the view in filtered mode are visible in Table 4 (for Package Explorer, Outline, and Problems views). Unfiltered selections result from either no task being active, or the task being active but the view in unfiltered mode. The regular use of the Package Explorer, the most used Eclipse view [19] , by half of the subjects is encouraging. When a view is in unfiltered mode, many more selections are required to find the same information than when filtered due to the need to expand and collapse tree nodes. This causes the percentage of selections in filtered mode appear lower than a programmer might actually perceive.
Threats
One threat to the accuracy of the study results is that the subjects are not representative of typical industry programmers. The incentive to participate in the study was gaining access to a preview release of Mylar, and as such this selection process was likely biased to early adopters of new programming technologies. Our study results must be viewed in terms of this potential weakness. Another threat is that we had no control over the tasks performed by subjects between baseline and treatment periods so their activity may have varied widely. This threat is addressed in part by the large amount of both baseline and treatment interaction we had for each subject, and consistency that we observed in interaction behavior between baseline and treatment periods (e.g., command and selection usage patterns). If programmers had worked on a single task across the baseline and treatment periods, changes in the edit ratio across the lifecycle of a single task could have been a problem. However, we have evidence of frequent task switching. Finally, bugs in interaction history creation, parsing, and analysis could skew results. Our bootstrapping, testing, ongoing use of the Mylar Monitor framework by ourselves and others is continuing to harden it against such errors.
An objective and generic measure of industry programmers' productivity is difficult as it depends on how a developer works (i.e., their process), what they work on (i.e., their domain) and how quality is measured in that domain. While a definitive measure of productivity is elusive, edit ratio provides us with a measure of effort spent writing code vs. effort spent looking for the information needed to write code. Since programmers chose to use the tool voluntarily, their choice to continue using it is also a positive indicator that the edit ratio metric approximates programmer productivity.
DISCUSSION
Mylar is now used daily by thousands of programmers 8 . The usage data and large volume of ongoing user feedback 9 since the study have pointed out the following shortcomings. The usage has also uncovered surprises and misconceptions we had about the features that programmers need to work with task context. 
Shortcomings
Related Tasks
Our model currently treats a task as an independent atomic unit. In practice, tasks are often related. Consider a programmer working on fixing a bug. The programmer creates and activates a task for the bug. As work progresses on the bug, the programmer identifies and begins work on a related bug before the first bug can be resolved. With our current model, the programmer has two choices: deactivate the first task and be forced to recreate the context when starting on the second bug, or do both tasks under the context of the first. Both choices are problematic, and while the latter is easier it is also more costly as the programmer cannot return to the context for just the second bug. Addressing this problem requires extending the model to support schemas for tasks (e.g., subtasks, sequences), and allowing the programmer to work on all or on the component tasks grouped by a parent context.
Task Context Lifecycle
Our model is oblivious to the lifecycle of a task. We use the same scaling factors and apply the same algorithms for operations whether a task is near its start and has a sparse context, or near its completion with a rich context. Making the model sensitive to a task's lifecycle could further improve accuracy. For example, at the beginning of a task it may be beneficial to have a slower rate of decay, and suggestions for related structure could come from a broader degree of separation when the task context is small. Near the end of a task, the core set of information in the context has stabilized and the context contains more information. The size of the task context could be used to adapt the DOI function, scaling factors and degrees of separation, helping tailor the contents of the model to the task's lifecycle.
Forgetting Decay
All of the user study release features used the same projection of the task context without modifying the DOI algorithm listed in Section 2.2. However, this turned out to be insufficient for slicing operations pertaining to source revisions. To support a programmer committing only the changes for a particular task to the source code repository, the post-study Mylar 0.4 release provided Active Change Sets, which include all of the modified files in the task context (Figure 1-6 ). This allows the programmer to perform file synchronizations, updates and commits per-task. In order to ensure that modified files do not to disappear from the context, this slice only tests the events for each element without including decay, and as a result needs to compensate for the decay factor. A better parameterization of decay will provide additional flexibility needed by such slices.
Surprises
Scaling Factors
A concern we had prior to starting the field study was that poorly tuned scaling factors could prevent the context model from capturing the information programmers needed, and that scaling factors might need to be personalized for different tasks types, programmers, and display resolutions. We decided not to expose a mechanism for a programmer to change the scaling factors because we believed that the problem of information overload was so severe for large system development that an approximate tuning would suffice. We chose an order of magnitude value for each setting (scaling factors: 1 for selections, 0.1, 0.01 for decay; interest thresholds: 0 for interesting, 10 for landmark interest) and used it in our daily programming with Mylar. This resulted in slight variations within those orders of magnitude being set for release versions of Mylar (v0.3 and later).
Although we expected to change the scaling factors and thresholds based on feedback from the study participants, the values continue to work and remain unchanged (up to the current v0.6 release). As a result, we believe that a substantial improvement may require a more sophisticated tuning approach that adapts to properties such as the task's lifecycle, the type of task and programming domains, and the user's profile. Further study is necessary to determine how varying and adapting scaling factors affects the accuracy and precision of the context model.
Multiple Active Tasks
Our preliminary study data indicated that programmers needed support for working on multiple tasks concurrently. We interpreted this input as programmers needing to have multiple tasks active, and implemented support for this in Mylar (v0.2) by distributing interaction events among all active tasks. Feedback from the Mylar user community has indicated that our interpretation was wrong. Although our existing user base needs support for easily switching between tasks, they do not need support for working with tasks in parallel. The latter capability was removed in Mylar (v0.4), and instead we have focused on making task switching and recall easier.
RELATED WORK
The idea of using a DOI function to control which parts of a large set of structured data should be displayed to the user originated with Focus+Context and fisheye views [8] , and was applied to tree views by Card [3] . Our motivation is similar. However, our DOI function differs as it is not a measure of proximity to a point of focus, but a measure of the frequency and recency of activity on specific elements and relations within the interaction history. In this section, we focus our comparison of related efforts to approaches for managing concerns that span module boundaries, approaches for monitoring programmer productivity, and task-centric information management.
Concern Management
Programmers have long used various forms of query tools, from grep to program databases [26] , to locate code relevant to a task. More recently, several efforts have focused on the capture and persistence of descriptions of concerns, non-localized pieces of source required to perform a task, based on modularity properties, annotations in the code, or an external specification. For example, a Concern Graph [23] represents the key structure of code contributing to a concern, whereas JQuery [15] and CAT [10] refer to concerns in terms of queries across the code. In each of these cases, the burden to define the relevant structure is on the programmer. In contrast, Mylar captures the program elements relevant to a task (or concern) implicitly, reducing the cost and effort of using the approach.
Monitoring Programmer Activity
Many IDE tools can show the programmer structural context for the currently selected element, starting perhaps with Interlisp's Masterscope [26] . Providing a richer context than the currently selected element involves monitoring the user's interaction. In the document editing domain, the Edit and Read Wear tool was one of the first to do this by highlighting editing and selection patterns across a set of documents [13] . Just-in-time information retrieval agents provide a mechanism for searching information related to a user's context [22] . Hilbert has described a framework for collecting interaction history data by monitoring application events [12] . Mylar v0.1 [17] and subsequently Wear-Based Filtering expanded this to the programming domain by using interaction frequency to highlight the elements of interest in the IDE UI [5] . Team Tracks builds on this by using interaction with program elements to drive a recommender that can suggest to other members of the team which program elements may be of interest [4] . Context can also be inferred from analyzing navigation paths through a concern graph [24] . Recent Focus+Context UML visualization, in which "A class is displayed at a particular level of detail using a degree of interest (DOI) function based on the frequency of access to a particular class and its distance from the current object in focus", capture a notion of interaction [14] .
In contrast, we make tasks a first class part of both interaction and context, support direct and indirect interaction for both artifacts and tasks themselves, and enable novel operations such as propagation, prediction, slicing, and projection. Our task context model captures an interaction-based DOI for both elements and relations, and can be mapped to any domain structure.
Task-centric information management
Some of the foundations on managing the context of documents in a task-centric way come from the Placeless and Presto projects from Xerox PARC [6] . However, these systems required people to manually categorize their files rather than building up context implicitly. The most directly related task management system is UMEA, which monitors user activities in a desktop environment to create "project spaces" [16] . The Task Tracer system is similar, categorizing each event with the Microsoft Windows and Office system according to a task, and using this to build up a profile for the task [7] . This profile captures the number of interactions with a resource, at the granularity of files and URLs. In contrast, Mylar supports structured data and provides a task context model and DOI ranking. More recent work on Task Tracer has demonstrated the ability to automatically infer task switches, and to use Bayesian learning to predict the user's context [25] . Although the task context model may provide a useful input to such approaches, this and other machine learning mechanisms to inferring context [11] are different from our approach of making context a direct and predictable translation of user behavior and structural relations.
CONCLUSION
Development environments have provided programmers with the compiler's view of the system: displaying the current file being edited and compiled, providing browsing views of the entire containment hierarchy, and allowing navigation of the type hierarchy. While these approaches are sufficient for small systems with good modularity, they are not sufficient for the moderate and large systems on which many programmers work. Although the complexity of systems continues to increase, the ability of programmers to handle complexity does not. To address this mismatch we provide a model of task context that can be layered over the existing structure models in the IDE and alongside with integrated task management facilities. We have tested the model on industry programmers, finding both quantitative and qualitative evidence that the use of task context can make programmers more productive.
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